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Detailed neuropathologic studies suggest that the misfolded protein tau is the most common
form of proteinopathy resulting in neurodegeneration, including Alzheimer disease (AD),
primary age-related tauopathy, and approximately half of frontotemporal lobar degeneration
(FTLD-tau). However, the nature of phosphorylated tau inclusions varies across neurode-
generative disorders, including a 4-repeat isoform (4R) in progressive supranuclear palsy and
corticobasal degeneration, a 3-repeat isoform (3R) in Pick disease, and a combination of 3R:
4Rtau in AD.1 As we enter an era of tau-targeted therapeutic trials, it is critical to identify robust
biomarkers that can provide in vivo and specific measurements of tau isoforms to provide
screening tools for the identification of aging individuals with tau and to provide endpoints to
measure whether there is a response to disease-modifying treatments. However, the hetero-
geneity of tau isoforms across disorders presents many challenges for pursuing successful tau
therapeutic strategies.

In this issue ofNeurology® , Jones et al.2 investigate the specificity of the tau-PET imaging ligand
flortaucipir (formerly T807 and 18F-AV-1451) across a range of autosomal-dominantly
inherited mutations in the microtubule-associated tau protein (MAPT) gene that result in
FTLD-tau. Depending on the locus ofMAPTmutations, individuals can yield distinct isoforms
of tau inclusions, including a high proportion of 4Rtau associated with mutations within exon
10 and 3R:4Rtau associated with mutations outside exon 10. Jones et al. observed that flor-
taucipir retention was comparably elevated between individuals withMAPTmutations outside
exon 10 and individuals with AD. However, flortaucipir retention was minimal in individuals
who have MAPT mutations within exon 10, presumably related to the differential pre-
dominance of 4R–3R tau.

This carefully designed study highlights the current controversy about the specificity of flor-
taucipir for tau trials. While there are postmortem studies suggesting that flortaucipir has
sensitivity for detecting 4Rtau pathologic burden,3 there are mounting concerns about non-
specific binding related to depigmented cells4 and poorly understood retention to atrophic
regions in conditions likely to include TDP-43 aggregates rather than tau inclusions.5 Indeed,
flortaucipir was initially developed in vitro with models of AD neuropathology; therefore, it is
perhaps not surprising that it exhibits desirable in vivo binding properties for 3R:4Rtau in AD
but less desirable properties for 4Rtau, as exhibited in the directMAPT mutation comparisons
reported by Jones et al.2

The lack of 4Rtau specificity for flortaucipir highlights the difficulty in designing trials for agents
that are efficacious across different tauopathies. On the one hand, there are many candidate tau
therapeutics, and like the imaging ligand flortaucipir, they were developed in preclinical models
of AD. Therefore, it is yet to be determined whether these therapies, if successful, will also
generalize to 4Rtauopathies. On the other hand, there are a variety of approaches to tau
therapies, including inhibition of tau phosphorylation, degradation, acetylation, fibril formation,
or compensation for tau loss of function.6 Some of these strategies could be generalizable across
tau isoforms. Thus, although there is hope that at least 1 strategy could be used to treat different
tauopathies, there is also the possibility that treating these conditions will require distinct
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strategies. A further complication is that there may be char-
acteristics of tau in addition to isoform that have important
implications for the development of therapeutics and
biomarkers, including tau strain,7 molecular structure,8 and
genetic influence.9,10 Symptomatic agents, unlike disease-
modifying therapeutic agents, are generally targeted to
a specific symptom or set of symptoms and are usually
generalizable across tauopathies and even across tau and
nontau neurodegenerative conditions.

It is critical for tau biomarker discovery pursuits to catch up to
the many possible tau therapeutic approaches that have been
supported by basic science. In light of the limited specificity of
flortaucipir, a possible strategy is to consider alternative tau
imaging ligands. However, the current generation of alterna-
tive ligands such as flortaucipir were based on preclinical af-
finity for AD-like 3R:4Rtau or have similar nonspecific
binding and therefore have limited appeal. Recent work
suggests that the 11C-PBB3 ligand has affinity for a diverse
range of tau strains,11 including 4Rtau, but there are also
technical challenges to consider associated with implementing
11C-based ligands due to the short half-life relative to the
longer half-life of 18F ligands. Another potential strategy is to
focus on volumetric MRI or diffusion tensor imaging tech-
niques that, while nonspecific measurements of pathology,
provide statistically powerful12 and accurate13 tools for mea-
suring anatomic disease progression that can be diagnosed by
other means. Indeed, it may be possible to take advantage of
the distinct distribution of 4Rtau in white matter compared to
other pathologies such as 3R:4Rtau and TDP-43 that are
more abundant in gray matter.

While biomarkers and therapeutic agents that are useful
across tauopathies are valuable, we may need to focus on
better understanding of the distinct characteristics of specific
tau isoforms that uniquely affect biomarkers and therapies for
tauopathies and target trials to those specific characteristics.
An alternative strategy for the development of biomarkers is

to focus on pathologically motivated but less specific neuro-
imaging biomarker targets that provide anatomic measurements
of disease progression. Symptomatic treatments are usually less
dependent on underlying neuropathology than disease-
modifying agents and can thus be successful before a better
understanding of tau basic science or the development of
specific tau biomarkers.
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